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“To be inspired is to be in spirit” I once read. Where does that inspiration come from? 

I guess that part of it comes from within, that part of us that strives to do our best for our 

students.

Teaching is an act of generosity and dedication that goes hand in hand with being open to 

stimuli and resources to boost students’ learning. Teaching through the Arts gives us the 

possibility to connect all these through creativity and expression.

But in order to be able to do so, we need to be aware of the importance of (teacher) 

wellbeing. 

Being at our best is the path to reaching our students emotionally and thus, getting them to 

learn more efficiently. Doing what we love, believing in what we do and taking care of 

ourselves have a direct impact on our students. 

Buenos Aires Players wants to present you with another gift on this special day: a hands-on 

experience to provide you with tools to help you “stage your best play”: managing your 

wellbeing to avoid teacher burnout. Who can direct this play better than yourself?

So this presentation is an invitation to explore ways that will help us take good care of what is 

important in life in order to be able to connect with our inner selves and see where we are on 

our way to becoming the best version of ourselves to help students be their best!
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STAGING A WELLBEING PLAY: MY OWN!Presentation:


